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%_. November 26, 1990

BYR 90-154

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

l Attention: Mr. Patrick Sears
Senior Project Manager
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

References (a) License No. DPR-3 (Docket No. 50-29)
(b) Letter, NRC to Yankee Atomic Electric Company, dated

August 31, 1990

Subject: Yankee Test Reactor Irradiation Program

Dear Sir:

Yankee met with the NRC on November 20, 1990 to discuss a proposed test
reactor irradiation program. At the meeting, Yankee committed to submit to
the NRC a description of the test program for review and approval. .The NRC
committed to complete their review and approval of the program within two
weeks of its receipt.

TEST OBJECTIVE

The objective of the irradiation test program is to characterize the
irradiation response of representative Yankee reactor vessel beltline plate
materials and to remove uncertaintias in the analysis of existing irradiation
data. The uncertainties _to be clarifled are associated with the response of
the beltline plate material to irradiation temperature-(500'F versus 550*F),
microstructure (coarse versus fine grain) and nickel content (high versus low)
as described in Reference (b).

TEST MATERIAL SELECTION

Candidate plate materials for irradiation testing should have chemistry
contents which closely match the contents of the Yankee beltline plates. The
chemical elements of particular interest are copper and nickel. The plates to
be matched are-the Yankee _ lower and upper shell plates. Material (YA1 and '

YA2) has been found which approximates the copper and nickel content of the
-lower plate (Table I) and it is proposed that these materials-be used for the
irradiation testing corresponding to the lower-plate. For the upper plate,
two materials (YA8 and YA9) have been identified which approximate its copper
and nicke1' content. Yankee has possession of YA8 and is attempting to obtain
possession of YA9. The preferred material is YA9 because it more closely
approximates the other elements in the upper plate. Yankee requests the
assistance of the NRC in procuring the material,
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Other material has been made available with the chemical contents shown
in Table III. This material, especially YA3 and YA4, could be used in
determining a nickel effect.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference material will be used in the test program to verify irradiation
results. The YAl and YA2 material are proposed as the reference materlat.'

They were tested and reported in a study published by R. Hawthorne in 1975 in
ASTM STP-570 (pp 83-102). YAl is " plate 2" of the study; YA2 is " plate 1" of
the study. These plates were irradiated at several fluences in the range of
interest and in both longitudinal and transverse orientations. HSST-02 is
also available from the Heavy-Section-Steel-Technology (HSST) Program.

HEAT TREATMENT

In order to duplicate the Yankee vessel steel coarse grain
microstructure, the test materials must be heat treated. A heat treatment
qualification program is being performed as shown in Figure 1. The
qualification plates will be characterized in their as-received state, heat
treated, and then tested for the desired microstructure. The process will be
repeated until acceptable, repeatable results are obtained. The actual test
plates will be heat treated upon completion of the qualification program.

IRRADIATION TEST MATRIX

The test matrix is shown in Figure 2. The first test will be the lower
19 n/cm . The Charpy2plate test material at 500'F and 550'F at 3 x 10

specimens will be oriented in the longitudinal direction to be consistent with
previous testing. Two capsules will be irradiated with the following
materials:

Capsule A (40 Specimens)
550*F Irradiation

Material State Type Quantity

YAl coarse Charpy 12

YAl coarse tensile 2

YAl fine Charpy 12
YA1 fine tensile 2

HSST-02 fine Charpy 12
40

Capsule B (50 Specimens)
500'F Irradiation

Material State Type Quantity

YAl coarse Charpy 22

YAl coarse tensile 2

YAl fine Charpy 12
YA1 fine tensile 2

HSST-02 fine Charpy 12
50
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The first irradiation test is designed to accomplish several objectives.

Show the irradiation effects of microstructure by irradiating the*

same test material with a fine and coarse grain microstructure.

Show the irradiation effects of irradiation temperature by*

irradiating the test material at 500*F and 550*F.

Develop the YAl plate as a bounding material for the lower plate.*

The copper and nickel content of YAl has a higher chemistry factor
than the lower plate. It will be heat treated to develop equivalent
microstructure to Yankee plate and will be irradiated at a
temperature (500*F) equivalent to Yankee's irradiation temperature.

Provide test data for a high nickel plate to compare with the Yankee*

BR3 plate irradiation data to show the nickel effect. The BR3 data
is for a Yankee plate of similar copper but lower nickel content
than the 'est plate.

The proposed second irradiation test matrix is shown in Figure 3. It

will simulate the upper plate at 500*F and 550*F. The capsule contents have
not been fully established but are expected to be similar to the first
irradiation. Once the availability of YA9 is established, the capsule
contents will be confirmed.

TEST REACTOR DOSIMETRY

At least two irradiations will be conducted in the University of
Michigan's Ford test reactor. The flux at the core position to be used is
estimated at 9 x 1012 2n/cm /sec. The actual flux and neutron spectrum will be
determined by irradiating a steel block containing dosimetry wires.
Additionally, a dummy test will be conducted using the test capsules and test
configuration to verify that capsule temperatures can be maintained at the two
desired temperatures of 500*F and 550*F. Test temperatures are monitored
throughout the irradiations using thermocouples. Materials Engineering
Associates, Inc. (MEA) will encapsulate the test specimens and dosimetry and
will conduct the irradiations. Laboratory analysis of dosimetry will be
performed by EG & G. Babcock & Wilcox will determine the fluence by using
their DOT 4.3 two-dimensional, neutron transport theory code with the
following parameters:

- S8 Quadrature

- P3 Scattering

- ENDF/B4 Cross-Section Library

- BUGLE-80 Energy Group Structure
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The following dosimetry wires will be used in each capsule containing
test specimens:

DOSIMETRY WIRES 90% RESPONSE RANGE

Ni 2.1 - 7.6 Mev
Fe 2.5 - 7.8 Mev
Co/A1 Thermal
Ag/Al Thermal
Nb 0.6 - 6.0 Mev
U-238 1.5 - 6.7 Mev

The U-238 will be encapeulated in either vanadium or stainless steel. It will

then be placed in a gadolinium cover and finally an aluminum cover.

A calculation has been made of Displacements Per Atom (DPA) at the inside
surface of the Yankee reactor vessel. The result was compared with a similar
calculation at the center of a capsule containing specimens in an incore
position of the Buffalo test reactor. The neutron spectrum at an incore
position in the Ford test reactor should be similar to the Buffalo reactor.
The thermal neutron contribution to the DPA at the inside surface of the
Yankee reactor vessel was about 1.2% and 0.3% at the center of the test
reactor capsule. The contributions to DPA f rom thermal neutrons is small for
both the Yankee reactor vessel and the test reactor. Therefore, the
irradiation test results from the test reactor should be applicabic to the
Yankee reactor vessel plate material.

SCHEDULE

The first irradiation is scheduled to start in March 1991. To achieve
2the target fluence of 3E19 n/cm , the test duration is about 3 months. The

second irradiation would start in June 1991. This test schedule is dependent
upon approval of the test program from the NRC and the preparation of test
specimens. It is very tight and will require the cooperation of all parties
to complete by the end of the current cycle.

CONCLUSIONS

Yankee requests the NRC's concurrence with the following:

Test objectives.*

* First irradiation test matrix.
* HSST-02 as a reference material for the first irradiation.

YA1 plate as representative of the lower plate.*

The method of characterizing the dosimetry of the test reactor.*
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Because of the lead time to heat treat the plates, prepare specimens, and
encapsulate them, we request a two-week review and approval.

Sincerely,

d

John D. Ilaseltine
Director, Yankee Project

JDil/gjt/WPP72/150

cc: B. Elliot (NRC, NRR)
.

R. Wessman (NRC, NRR)
W. Russell (NRC, NRR)
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. Figure 1
,

Heat Treatment Qualification i

iReceive Plate at Mt. Vernon

Remove 1" Sections'for
Metallographic and Chemical

Analysis

Analyze Metallographic and
ChemimiSample

7
|

Qualification of Heat Treatment 2
'

at Mt.Vemon

e

Analyze Tensile, CV and
Metallographic Specimens

*IEvaluate Results

Accept
,.

Final Plate Heat Treatment
'

at Mt.Vemon

|

Cut Out Test Coupons -
for Irradiation Testing j
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Figure 2 -

Irradiation Test Matrix for Lower Plate Material
|

A302-8 Low Cu, Mod. Ni
|

___

Fluence
Ex posure

i
I I

660F600F E x p osureEx posure

! I I I I

YA1/YA 2 YA1/YA 2 Reference YA1/32 YA T/YA 2 Reference

Coerse Grain Fine Grain Material Coarse Grale Fine Grain Materlat

__

Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal

8pecimens ~8pecimens '8pecimens ~ 8p ecim en s 8pecimen s ~ Specim en s

3.0 E19 n/cm-2 >1 MeV

5.0 Ele n/cm-2 >1 MeV

t - - - - ti
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~ Figure 3

Irradiation Test Matrix for Upper Plate Material

A302-8 Low Gu, Low Ni

Fluence
Exposure

| l

500F 550F
Ex posure Exposure

i

| I

Fine Coarse Reference Coarse Reference
Grain Grain Material Grain M aterial

!

Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal Longitudinal
~ Specimens Specimens Specimens Specimens ~ Sp e cimen s

Target Fluences ( 3.0 E19 n/cm-2 >1 MeV
5.0 E19 n/cm-2 >1 MeV

. I
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Table I

|

Lower Vessel Sholl Materials

Chemistry

Cu Ni C Mn Si Mo S P Cr Al

YA1 .240 .620 .250 1.400 .230 .590 .011 .008 .110 .020

YA2 .170 .560 .230 1.290 .210. .570 .015 .009 .100 .027

Yankee Lower .200 .630 .190 1.180 .200 .480 .026 .016 .110 .020
Plate

,

. - - . _ ..
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Table II

Upper Vessel Shell Materials

chemistry

Cu Ni C Mn Si Mo S P Cr Al

YA8 .140 .200 .210 1.150 .250 .600 .017 .015 .220 <0.01

YA9* .240 .190 .170 1.280 .220 .500 .022 .026 .160 -

Yankee Upper .180 .210 .200 1.270 .210 .480 .028 .020 .060 -

Plate

o Not yet obtained,

r

+

1
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Table III

Additional Materials Being Considered

Chemistry

Cu Ni C .4n Si Mo S P

YA3 .130 .480 .210 1.290 .190 .460 .014 .013

-YA4 .130 .820 .220 1.350 .240 .600 .015 .015

YA5 .130 .580 .210 1.310 .210 .530 .015 .012

YA6 .140 .480 .220 1.360 .230 .450 .015 .008

YA7 .140 .570 .230 1.200 .250 .550 .015 .006

..

'

.
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Mr. Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Subject: Systematic Evaluation of Licensee Performance (SALP)
R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-244

Dear Mr. Martin:

This document provides our response to the NRC's October 26, 1990
transmittal of SALP Board comments, and includes the results of
discussions held during our November 20, 1990 meeting on this
subject.

RG&E has dedicated significant personnel and capital resources to
attaining our goal of improving our operation and striving for
excellence, operating a safe and economic nuclear unit throughout
its present operating license period and beyond. We are pleased
that the NRC has recognized the many strides we have made toward
this end, as reflected in the " improving" trends in
Maintenance / Surveillance and Security. The SALP Board comments
further suggest that major improvements have been made in several
other categories, particularly Operations.

RG&E further recognizes that aggressive maintenance of high
performance in our areac of strength, as well as improvements in
all areas, must occur in order for us to realize our goal. Many
program areas, such as Configuration Management and Procedural
Upgrades, have been initiated but must be maintained at a high
level of effort in order to demonstrate their effectiveness.

Specific comments relative to the individual SALP categories are
provided in the attached report. We look forward to working with
the NRC in the future to ensure that our mutual goals of
maintaining a consistently high safety level in all areas at Ginna
Station are attained.

Very truly yours,
m y mo% vot: ,

IP h !) I' 0 ja j 's , ,

Robert C. Mccredy

4hGJW\l27
1

-,
'*Attachment t {

1
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xc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (original)
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Allen R. Johnson (Mail Stop 14D1)
Project Directorate I-3
Washington, D.C. 20555

Ginna Senior Resident Inspector
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RG&E comments relative to individual 10/26/90 SALPAttachment -

Categories

A. plant Operations:

We would like to acknow3 edge your assessment of our performance
in plant operations. The identified strengths and
opportunities for improvement parallel our self-assessment.
You have recognized our operators knowledge, competence, and
professionalism in the operation of our facility.

Although we will continue to pursue excellence in the stated
strengths, detailed plans for improvements have already been
instituted to address independent verification, procedure
adherence, and housekeeping.

As correctly stated in your report, a task force was
established to address independent verification and procedure
adherence. This task f orce, comprised of the plant manager and
a large cross-section of staff personnel, has been meeting
regularly since March 1990. Final approved procedure changes
and Phase 1 of our Training Program have been completed. While
developing our longer term improvement program, it should be
noted that immediate corrective actions involving interim
procedure changes were implemented. Procedure A-1408,
" Independent Verification" was revised and made effective in
May 1990. Procedure A-503 " Procedure Adherence" has also been
revised and implemented. The improvements as noted in your
report resulted from these interim corrective actions.

Our shop area housekeeping is being improved, striking a
balance between the need for tool storage and controlkd work
spaces.

We will continue to utilize our knowledgeable, competent and
professional operating staff to meet the challenge of the
future. We believe that we demonstrated substantial
improvement during this SALP period, that we are on the
threshold of being a superior performer, and will not be
satisfied until this performance is fully realized.

B. Radiological Controls:

RG&E is pleased that, for the most part, we were able to
maintain adequate staffing of the radiological controls
program, provide adequate training programs, and provide a good
program for monitoring and minimizing internal and external
exposures. We do take pride in the success of our efforts to
reduce cumulative annual personnel exposures, particularly
through the effective use of mock-ups, and our successful
corrective action to decrease the number of personnel
contamination events.

A-1
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We also recognize the need for further self-improvement and
have instituted plans to achieve this.

Our staffing has been augmented with eight additional
technicians. The selection process for two of the three Health
Physicists has been completed with offers pending.

Our training program has been expanded to offer individual
radiation monitoring to selected personnel. Monitoring
requirements for steam generator entries have been reevaluated
to conservatively assess accumulated dose.

Tracking of internal exposures has been changed to reflect
implementation of new methodology to conservatively assess
Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) hours.

-We had previously taken the initiative to develop and formalize
a quality control position for our primary, secondary,
environmental chemistry and countroom activities. It should be
noted that QC procedures were in effect in the Radiochemistry
Laboratory throughout the SALP period, contrary to the
statement in the report. In addition, as noted in NRC
Inspection Report 90-16, we have in place many of the elements
of an overall laboratory QA/QC program. We acknowledge that
implementation of these procedures in the Environmental Lab is
still in need of improvement.

We acknowledge that a violation resulted due to non-compliance
of a radwaste shipment, and we have enhanced our radwaste resin
shipment program to include procedure changes and equipment
upgrados.

We believe we have made strides, particularly toward the end of
the SALP period, to improve our overall controls of the
Radiological . Protection program, and anticipate both
qualitative and quantitative benefits to result.

;

C. Maintenance / Surveillance

RG&E concurs with the NRC Assessment of the Maintenance /
Surveillance functional area. RG&E appreciates NRC recognition
of our strengths and improving trend.

:

Our improved Maintenance / Surveillance Effectiveness has been
achieved through knowledgeable, conscientious itdividuals who
strive for excellence in their overall performance.- This

| improved level.of performance has been achieved by applying
knowledge, skill and initiative toward accomplishing
performance and organizational objectives. Our proactive
efforts to perform self assessments and upgrade our work
control system, procedures, and optimize our preventive
Maintenance Program via the Reliability Centered Maintenance
Project are achieving their expected results.

A-2
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Your insight is valuabic in our assessment and oversight for
continuous improvement. Comprehensive actionr are being
planned or have already been implemented to address weaknesses
addressed by this SALP Report.

Our corrective actions for identified weaknesses in the Sling
Inspection Program, Training, Records Retrievability,
Surveillance, and Procedure Adherence areas will address the
root cause of the problem (s) and prevent racurrence.

Management attention and involvement till continue to be
readily evident and will continue to place emphasis on superior

l performance of Maintenance / Surveillance activities.

In the next period, we will maintain our aggressive posture and
commitment to maintain the highest standards and achieve the
highest category rating.

D. Emergency Preparedness:

RG&E concurs with the Emergency Preparedness strengths
identified in the SALP Report, and attributes these strengths
to our continued emphasis on management support and involvement
in maintaining program effectiveness. We also believe our
performance reflects widespread cooperation being fostered
among participating RG&E departments, and among external
supporting agencies at the local, state, and federal level. We
are striving to improve the Emergency Preparedness program
wherever possible through continuous upgrades, when considered
necessary, in our equipment, procedures, and training as well
as through the exchange of ideas with our industry
counterparts. In the next SALP review period, we are
challenging ourselves to improve our overall emergency
readiness by bettering the effectiveness of our training and
drills. RG&E's management is committed to maintaining superior
performance in this area, and will ensure that we maintain the
excellent working relationships necessary to achieve that
performance.

E. Security

While the SALP Report concluded that our security program is
" Improving", it did identify certain limited weaknesses which
we address here. It was pointed out that there has been a slow
response to the correction of a few hardware problems, and it
must be explained that stringent engineering analysis has been
required to ensure that the ongoing systems upgrade project is
not adversely impacted. Compensatory measures are implemented
as required. A method for documenting changes in training for
Crucial Tasks is being developed to address the Board's concern
relative to the introduction of lessons learned into the
Training and Qualification Plan. Finally, the Quality
Assurance group has also recognized the need for performance

A-3
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based assessment and has utilized a consultant specialist to
assist addressing this concern in the most recent security
audit. It is anticipated that management's ongoing commitment
to the security systems upgrade project and their support of
security force development will be reflected in continued
improvement and a return to superior performance.

F. Engineering / Technical Support

RG&E agrees with the many examples cited of strong technical
support for Ginna Station, and is pleased that the NRC has
recognized the high level of engineering and licensing
expertise of RG&E personnel. RG&E also acknowledges
improvements that are needed in engineering assurance to
achieve high standards which we set for ourselves and are
expected in the nuclear industry. Assessments conducted by
both internal and external groups are being used to recommend
improvements in our engineering processes and procedures which
will address shortcomings identified during the SALP period.
Communications between our offsite engineering department and
the oncite technical support group have been formalized to
assure that potential safety issues are documented and
evaluated througl. the used of procedure QE-1603, " Documenting
and Reporting Potential Conditions Adverse to Quality". We
also expect to make other significant improvements in our
processes during the current SALP period to better control,
closecut and track design changes for the station.

It should be noted that, although RG&E is planning to
participate in the Westinghouse two-loop Design Basis
Documentation (DBD) coordinated effort, present plans do not
include the completion of an RHR System DBD in 1990. Our
Design Basis ef forts will, however, be increased in conformance
with our integrated Configuration Management Program.

As acknowledged by the SALP Board, RG&E has initiated several
significant program upgrades, and we are anxious to demonstrate
their effectiveness in our future design efforts.

G. Safety Assessment / Quality Verification

We agree with the NRC's assessment that improved performance
occurred in this area, as indicated by the high quality
submittals to the NRC, safety-conscious responses to NRC
generic issues, and rapid and comprehensive evaluations of
potential safety issues. We further concur with your comments
that self-assessment concerns identified by Quality Performance
need to be tracked to completion. We acknowledge the length of
time required to complete the license amendment cycle for the
Auxiliary Feedwater System, but must point out that
administrative controls were in place to ensure conservative
operability of the system in this time period. We have also

A- 4
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implemented comprehensive changes.in our procedure adherence
and independent verification requirement. The procedures have
been upgraded and approved, and training of appropriate
personnel in these areas has been conducted. A complete review
and enhancement is still going on to update all plant
procedures to the new independent verification requirements.

I

I
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NORTHEAST UTILITIES cene, i O,,,ces . seiaen street. Bernn. Connecticut

1 U'I7dNIbEN [C P.O BOX 270
$,C) SC., HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 061410270

M,k J (203) 665-5000wwm w wnm e a,..

November 26, 1990

D04183

Mr. William Hegener
011 and Chemical Spill Section
Department of Environmental Protection
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106

Dear Mr. Hegener:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1
Oil Spill Report

Northeast Utilities Service Company (NUSCO), on behalf of Northeast Nuclear
Energy Company (NNECO), hereby submits a report of a hydraulic oil spill at
NNECO's Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1. This spill was verbally
reported to your office on November 15, 1990.

Approximately 15 gallons of hydraulic oil was discharged to the pavement
due to a severed vent line. The spill was contained and cleaned up by
Millstone personnel.

If you have any question, please call Ms. Cynthia L. Karlic, NUSCO
Generation Facilities Licensing, at 665-3740.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST UTILITIES SERVICE COMPANY
As Agent for Northeast Nuclear Energy
Company

R f t/

E. J.'1%ce President
zRa' #

Senior Vi

Enclosure
cc: w/ Enclosure

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555
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REPORT OF PETROLEUM OR CHEMICAL *

PRODUCT 015 CHARGE, SPILLACE, SEEPACE, FILTRATION

/rW/s/m. / MMo ti// r/k)~

UNIT COMPANY NAME SPILL DATE TIME
OCCURRED OR

A 015 COVERED
REPORT PREPARED By PHONE EKT

/t/E/t c6 Ms2(4/ (bs7Y Mfi05/2 ) 42/2.
SUPERvl50R IN CHARGE EMPLC1EE REPORTING SPILL

/ @ 9/ N M 4 4 n C i~ Ls%572//JL>/?./ /MDrbav f i+1./sc Menx.,4
1 SPILL LOCATION 2. EQVlPMENT, NUMBER / SIZE EACH UNIT 3 QUANTITY AND TYPE
UNIT ( ) CONTAINER (5) e s' GALLONS

___

ON 51 L CATION / [ t 0ll (TYPE) d&Muc/C
d&sD '24BMME (( ) VEHICLE (5)) TANK ( ) CHEMICAL (NAME)~

( l OTHER recon # cs?4-d' ( ) OTHER (NAME)
TOWN u>mEWHQD
STREET iniu s reaf ~rntno )
4 MATERIAL NAS SPILLED ONTO 5. KATERIAL HAS SPILLED INTO
[>d PAVEMENT [ ] TREES ( ) STRUCTURES ( ) CUTTER, CATCH BASIN [ ] INLAND WETLANDS
( ) EARTH [ ] CONCRETE ( ) VEHICLES OR STORM DRAIN
[ ] LAWN ( ) PERSONS ( ) POTABLE WATER SYSTEM (NAME)
( ) SHRUBS / BRUSH ( ) OTHER ( ) BODY OF WATER (NAME)

[ ] Other D3 None
6. NAS SPILL BEEN CONTAINE0? IF NO, DESCRIBE

EM YES f 3 NO
7. $PlLL CAUSE 8. SPILL EVENT 9. WEATHER

[ ] VEHICLE ACCIDEh1 ( ) VANDAll5M (<J TANK OR PIPING [ ] GASKET / FITTING ()Q FAIR
( ) STORM EVENT ( ) CORROSION RUPTURE LEAK ( ) RAIN
(x) EQUIP. FAILURE ( ) HUMAN ERROR ( ) ABOVE GROUND ( ) OVERFILL ( ) SNOW /
( ) OTHER ( ) BELOW GROUND ( ) FIRE SLEET

( ) BURN OR ( ) OTHER ( ) HIGH WIND
CORROSION HOLE

~

10. CLEAN UP AND OTHER INFORMATION:

DESCRIPTION OF SPILL EVENT

is&'I~ 4/dc5~ ON /V)p6s LE C/2A?dc? J&' 4'd/) A*W2a&amst/2'Z)'E

/s Ont w 5 c> a- .v yMA.su c ca<_ ur@cc c c.) w rv mcaa m,

_2 Wi n ac.c-t 04mnEO iJ i m ,s..+ v o A> o .su pu e=m m;o rt y

L' r _ c'swe*t) cf G/N ffEO ./ iup v' # ,c ,- A W . M j r soc K 5'

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS CALL NO. ORIGINAL CALL MADE FOLLOW UP
Report all spi))s to: DATE TIME DATE TIME

+ 0. Chem /011 Spill Division C 24 HtwD (203) 566-1338 n/5/p ty go . 7g ,' 3
IE. Water Compliance (NPDES Violation) (203) 566-7167

P. State Police (Off hours) (203) 566 4240
fa n t*cre c.I'Vaterford ECC Hetllew

Report chemical spills exceecing limits of SF 623, SF 622 or oil spills
E. discharging to waterways to.
P.
A. 1. National Response Center (B00) 424 B802

2. U.S. C.G. New London (203) 442 4471
3. See Requiriments of EPIP 4112, incident Coanunications,

uc: Cnemistry Supervisor
PIR File ~

Genaration Facilities Licensing, Berlin
Fossil Hydro Production Services, Berlin

EPIP Fors 4112 2
Rev. 2.

- -
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - -
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,

Docket tlo. 50-P55 DISTRit;til10N:
Docket TITei~ NRC 7 Local PDRs
FDlII-I r/f BCoger
07wolinsH Pricrson

Mr. Gerrld 11. Slede Siteador EFolian
Pier.t General titr.eger 00C4fF1 EJordan
Polisaces Plerit ACRS(10) FDill-1 Plent file
27700 Blue Star Men.orini PicJway CYCheng
Covert,t;ichigan 490

Dear fir. Slede:

SilBJECT : PAllSrt5 NUCLEAR POWER PLA!;T - /,M LOVAL OF NUCLEAR C0hS1RlK11(IN
ISSUES GROUP VISUAL WELD ACCLP1 ANCE Chl1LRIA FOR 51RilCTUPAL JELDING
I,1 liUCIEAR POWEL PLAT!TS

Your letter dated Novenber 5 199D, submitted a proposed revisict to Palisedes
f:uclear Plant Final Safety Anelysis Report (FSAR) requesting the use of the
Nuclear Constructici. Issues Croup Visuel Veld Acceptance Crittria (VKAC) during
the present stean generator replacenent effort at Palisades. The VWAC vill be
used coly on uncoated structural weldeents fabricated under tbe ruit s of the
Ar.erican Welding Society D1,1 Structural Velding Code.

In a letter doted Hoven.ber 5,1985, the flRC staff approved the use of VUAC for
struttural welding at nuclear power platits on a ger.eric basis and nandated that
the specific licensee wishing to use VUAC for its plent oust revise its FSAR to
show the use of this criteria.

The stoff has reviewed the proposed FSAR changes describing the use of VMAC on
uncoated weldments at -Ptlisades ari fii>ds theri acceptable. TLis action
cor:pletes TAC No. 77951.

Sincerely,

original signed by

trian E. Holian, Project flanager
Project Directcrete 111-1
Divisier of Reactor Projects - III,

IV, V and Special Projectr,
Office of fiuclear Reactor Regulatior

cc: Ste next page

DOCUtiEllT tlAllE: 1AC h0. 77951 CONS 1RUCT10ti

Office: LA/PDl;1Irl PM/PDill-1 PD/ Phi I-1
Surnare: S!4'aMrf' / 'n BHoliE n/ ty,gA BPig ondJ
Date: // /g /90 o / e /90 \s/tt/;0

'
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn

f E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

% # November 23, 1990

Doclet No. 50-255

Mr. Gerald-B. Slade
Plant General Manager
Palisades Plant
27780 Blue Star Memorial Highway
Covert, Michigan 49043

Dear Mr. Slate:

SUBJECT: PALISADES NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - /<PFROVAL OF NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION
ISSUES GROUP VISUAL WELD ACCEPTANCE CR111RlA FOR STRUCTURAL WELDING
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Your letter dated November 5, 1990, submitted a proposed revision-'to Palisades 4

Nuclear Plant Final Safety Ar.alysis Report (FSAR) requesting the use of the
Nuclear _ Construction Issues Group Visual Weld Acct:ptance Criteria (VWAC) during-
the present steam ger.erator replacenent effort at Palisades. The VWAC will be-
used only on uncoated structural weldtrents fabricated under the rules of the
American Welding Society D1.1 Structural Welding Code.

In a letter dated Noverrber 5, 1985, the NRC staff approved the use of VWAC for
structural welding at nuclear power plants on a generic basis and mandated that
the specific licensee wishing to use VWAC for its plant trust revise its FSAR to
show the use of this criteria. .

L The staff has reviewed the proposed FSAR changes describing the use of VWAC on-
i. uncoated weldrents at Palisades and finds them acceptable. This action

-co:rpletes TAC No. 77951.

Sincerely,

3 ~E_.h M
L
! Brian E. Holian, Project Manager

Project Directorate 111-1
Division of Reactor Projects - III.

-IV, V and Special Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: See next page
L
|

I
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Mr. Gerald B. Slade
Consumers Power Company Palisade's Plant

cc:

M. I. Miller, Esquire
Sidley & Austin Nuclear Facilities and
54th Floor Environmer.tal Munitoring
One First National Plaza Section Office
Chicago, Illinois 6C6L; L hision of Radiologico1

Health
Mr. Thorias A. McNish, Secretary P.O. Box 30035
Con.umers Power Company Lansing, Michigan 489C9
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 29201 Gerald Charnoff, P.C.

Shaw, Pittman, Potts &
Trowbridge

Judd L. Bacon, Esquire 2300 N. Street, N.W.
Consumers Power Company Vashington, D.C. 20037
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201 Mr. David L. Brannen

" ice President
r gicna' Mministratcr, Region ii; Polnades Generating Plante
U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Ccmission c/o Bechtel Power Corporation
799 Roosevelt Road 15740 Shacy Grove Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 Gaithersburg, llaryland 20877

Jerry Sarno
Township Supervisor
Covert Township
36197 M-140 Highway
Covert, Michigan 49043

Office of the Governor
Room 1 - Capitol Building
Lansing, Michigan 48913

Mr. David J. Vandewalle
Director, Safety and Licensing|

| Palisades Plant
| 27780 Blue Star Memorial Hwy.

Covert, Michigan 49043

Resident Inspector
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comiss an
Palisades Plant
277El Elue Star Memorial Hwy.
% t, t"ctigar. 40043
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Docket No. 50-271
File RI-90-A-0200

Verment Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
ATTN: hir. Warren P. hiurphy

Vice President and hianager
of Operations

RD > Box 169
Ferry KCad
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

- Gentlemen:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently received an allegation concerning activities
at Vermont Yankee by copy of a letter sent to hir. Gary Weigand dated October 31,1990. On
November 8,1990, Mr. John Rogge of my staff spoke with you concerning this matter and
discussed with you your actions planned to resolve this matter and our expectations regarding the
scope and timing of this review.

We request that the results of your review and disposition of this matter be submitted to Region I
within 30 days of the date of this letter. We request that your response contain no personal,
proprietary, or safeguards information so it can be released to the public and placed in the NRC
Public Document Room. If nect c try, such information shall be contained in a separate
attachment which will be withheld trom public disclosure. The affidavit required by 10 CFR.
2.790 must accompany your request for withholding.

The response requested by this letter is not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of
hianagement and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Sincerely,

ggggg. SIGNED 6

Charles W. Hehl, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

4 .
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NOV 2 31990
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power ,*

'

Corporacon

cc:
J. Weigand, Presidet and Chief Executive Officer
J. Pelletier, Vice President, Engineering
D. Reid, Plant Manager
J. Devincentis, Vice President, Yankee Atomic Electric Company
L. Tremblay, Senior Licensing Engineer, Yankee Atomic Electric Company
J. Gilroy, Director, Vermont Public Interest Research Group, Inc.
G. Iverson, New Hampshire Office of Emergency Management
Vermont Yankee Hearing Service List
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector
State of New Hampshire, SLO Designee
State of Vermont, SLO Designee
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, SLO Designee
Edmund A. Burke, Esq.
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NOV 2 31990Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power 3
*

Corporation
|

bec:
|

R. Barkley, DRP
|

H. Eichenholz, SRI - Vermont Yankee
M. Perkins, DRMA

l

9
RI;J) RI: RP RI:DRP I:DR 2

A- O
Bar cy/meo o ge son eh

g gf) ggpI1/20/90

ahclu
OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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VERMONT YANKEE HEARING SER;1CE I IST !

i

Diane Curran, Esq. Public Service Board
Harmoa, Curran & Tousley State of Vermont!

2001 S Street, N.W., Suite 430 120 State Street1

Washington, D.C. 20009 Montpelier, Vermont 05620

i John Tranconte, Esq. James Volz, Esq.
'

Chief Safety Unit Special Assistant Attorney General
| Office of the Attorney General Vermont Department of Public Service

One Ashburton Place,19th Floor 120 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 Montpelier, Vermont 05620

Geoffrey M. Huntington, Esq. G. Dana Bisbee, Esq.
Office of the Attorney General Office of the Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau Environmental Protection Bureau
State House Annex State House Annex,

25 C,q';ol Street 25 Capitol Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301-6397 Concord, New Hampshire 03301 6397.

Charles Bechhoefer, Esq. Adjudicatory File (2)
Administrative Judge Atomic Safety and Licensing Paardi

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel Docket
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cornm).ssion
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr. Dr. James H. Carpentu
Administrative Judge Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensir.g Board Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclect Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Vermont Public Interest Research Chairman, Board of Selectmen
Group, Inc. Town of Vernon

43 State Street Post OrGee Box 116
Montscht, Vermont 05602 Vernon, Vermont 05353-0116

Raymond N. McCandless
Vermont Division of Occupational Attorney General

and Radiological Health State of Vermont
Administration Building 109 State Street

j Montpelier, Vermont 05602 Montpelier, Vermont 05602

|

|

|

|
,
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Vermont Ynnkee licaring Service List 2

R. K. Gad,111 Robert M. Imo, Chairman
Ropes & Gv Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
One Internauonal Place U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. J. Gary Weigand Mr. James P. Pelletier
President & Chief Executive Officer Vice President Engineering
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.
RD 5, Box 169 P.O. Box 169
Ferry Road Ferry Road
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301 Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

Mr. John DeVincentis, Vice President Mr. George Sterzinger, Commissioner
Yankee Atomic Electric Company Vermont Department of Public Service
580 Main Street 120 State Street,3rd Floor
Bolton, Massachusetts 01740-1398 Montpelier, Vermont 05620

Jerry Harbour Resident Inspector
Administrative Judge Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
Atomic Safety an(' Licensing Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission P. O. Box 176
Washington, D.C. 20555 Vernon, Vermont 05354

Mr. W. P. Murphy Frederick J. Shon
Senior Vice President, Operations Administrative Judge
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
RD 5, Box 169 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Ferry Road Washington, D.C. 20555
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

Regional Administrator, Rt.gion 1
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 475 Allendale Road
Washington, D.C. 20555 King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

1
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Washington University Medical Center License No. 24-00167-11
ATlN: Robert J. Hickock License No. 24-00063-01

Assistant Vice Chancellor Docket No. 030-02271
4566 Scott Avenue Docket No. 030-15101
St. Louis, MO 63110

Gentlemen:

Thank you for your letter dated October 26, 1990, informing us of the steps
you have taken to correct the violations identified in our letter dated
September 28, 1990. Your letter indicates that in regard to the second
violation identified in our September 28, 1990 letter, you have interpreted
the frequency of the referenced surveys to be weekly and that you are currently
in compliance with this requirement. In addition, you stated that you have
filed a license amendment request for license No. 24-00167-11 to clarify the
frequency of these surveys. As was discussed between Gary Shear of my staff
and Dr. John Eichling of your staff in a telephone conversation on November 2, 1990,
it is our understanding that the above surveys will be conducted daily on
days of use until your license has been amended to decrease the survey frequeaty
to weekly.

Also discussed curing the November 2, 1990 telephone conversation was your
response to the third violation identified in our September 28, 1990, letter.
As a result of that conversation our records will reflect that the surveys of
the short-lived waste had been conducted but that records of the surveys had
not been maintained.

Your corrective actions for the remaining violations appear adequate and will
be examined during future NRC inspections.

If you have any questions regarding these matters, please contact me at (708)
790-5721.

Sincerely,

Roy J. Caniano, Chief

ec: John Eichling, Ph.D., RSO
Carlos A. Perez, M.D.
Chairman, RSC

cc w/1tr dated 10/26/90:
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
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SCIIOOL OF
AIEDICINE
AT ursillMn0N l'Nivi:llHn MimlC AUIl3 nit October 26,1990

Roy J. Cantano, Chief
Nuclear Materials Safety
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 111
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 |

|

Dear Mr. Canlano:

This letter constitutes the reply of Washington University Medical Center to
the Commission's Notice of Violation dated Saptember 28, 1990 that resulted from )
an inspection of activities authorized by Materials Licenses No, 24-00167-11 (broad 1
scope medical) and No. 24-00063-10 (60Co teletherapy) that was conducted during j
the week of July 30 through August 3,1990. The Notice of Violation specifies 4 |

apparent violations -- 3 associated with the broad scope medical license and one
60 o teletherapy license.with the C

The reply to each violation is as follows:

License No. 24-00167-11

(1) The two cited cases of not securing licensed materials against unauthorized
,

removal were promptly corrected. The freezer located near Room $508, i
Cancer Research Building, has been fitted with a lock and the unit is locked i

except when being accessed. The multiple-user laboratory, 7757 Clinical
Sciences Building, in which the refrigerator referred io in the violation
is located, is now locked except when in use.

In addition, the health physics personnel who perform the on-site
,

inspections of the laboratory areas each quarter have stressed the !

Importance of keeping licensed materials secure against unauthorized
removal and they will continue to emphasize the importance of this matter.
The licensee is currently in full compliance.

(2) The second violation involving license 24-00167-11 concerns the failure
of a researcher to conduct dose rate surveys. The research group had
regularly conducted wipe tests for removabic contamination but had ceased
doing the companion dose rate surveys. The ambient dose rate surveys
were promptly resumed by the group after the deficiency was discovered
during the inspection.

mi t pa @ , m 1 1 '-

-(Mi /. 1
'
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The Notice of Violation references Appendix N to Regulatory Guide
10.8, Revision 2 for the survey requirements and Indicates that a survey
of dose rates must be conducted at the end of each day of use of greater
than 200 microcuries of radioactive materials. Unfortunately, the
referenced Appendix N addresses only three cases - areas where
radiopharmaceuticals are used (sections a and c), laboratory areas where
only small quantitles of gamma-emitting d'cactive materials are processed
(less than 200 microc~les at a time (saction b), and areas in which scaled
sources and brachytherapy sources are stored (section d). The requirements
for laboratory areas where larger quantitles are used are not addressed.
I believe the oml6slon of this category was inadvertent by the Commission.
The previous version of Regulatory Gulde 10.8 (copy enclosed) includes
specific guidance for laboratory areas where larger amounts of radioactive
materials are used "All other laboratory areas will be surveyed weekly"
(section 3). That guidance is thr basis of our survey requirements of
laboratory areas using greater tFnn "small quantitles," i.e., weekly surveys
are required and the surveys con it of multiple measurements of two types

measurements of dose ruto and measurements of removable-

contamination. This policy has been in effect for more than 10 years at
our institution and was reviewed by Mr. Modera during his site visit (1988)
in conjunction with our most recent renewal of the broad scope medical
license. The confusion of how to apply Appendix N of Regulatory Guide
10.8 to laboratory areas using larger than small amounts Is evident on page
7 of the inspection report in which it is stated " Appendix N of the
referenced Regulatory Guide also requires that surveys for removable
contamination be conducted on a weekly basis in all areas where greater
than 200 microcuries of byproduct material is used." We ask that the
Commission interpret the RG 10.8 guidance for dose rate surveys consistent
with that for tests of removable contamination - weekly tests of each
in laboratories using gamma-emitting byproduct material in single
operations involving quantities greater than 200 microcuries. We have
included the survey requirement in a license amendment request in order
to clarify the frequency requirement. We are currently in full compliance
with the survey requirement if the Commission concurs that Appendix
N suggests weekly surveys of dose rate and of removable contamination
in laboratory areas using greater than 200 microcuries of gamma-emitting
byproduct materials in single operations.

(3) The third violation involves the failure to adequately survey materials
held for decay-in-storage. It is important to point out that the short-lived
waste has always been surveyed to verify that it is at background level
prior to its transfer to the regular waste stream. However, a record of
the survey was not made as required. The individual .has been retrained
and the record of the survey is being made. The correction was made
promptly after the inspection and the licensee is in full compliance of the
dis requirements.

License No. 24-00063-10

The violation involves the failure to always record the results of the daily checks
of the radiation monitor located in the 60Co teletherapy treatment room. The indi-
-viduals who perform the daily checks have been retrained in the 10CFR Part 35
requirements and they understand the importance of faithfully performing and
recording the checks. In addition to the retraining, a policy has been implemented
that requires a second person to monitor whether the daily check has been performed
and recorded each day before the unit is used for patient treatments. The licensee
is in full compliance with the 10CFR 35.615(d)(4) requirement.
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' trust that this response will satisfy the Commission.,

In closing, I would like to acknowledge, on behalf of the licensee, the quality
of the recent inspection. Mr. Shear, with assistance from Mr. Mumper, conducted
a very thcrough inspection and made many constructive suggestions foi our radiation
safety program. We truly enjoyed and benefited from the excellent work of a very
capable inspector.

Sincerely,

j

JE:fi ohn Eich!!ng, Ph.D.
Radiation Safety Officer

cc: Robert Hickok
Assistant Vice Chancellor, Assistant Dean
and Chief Facilities Officer

Carlos Perez, M.D.
Chairman, Radiation Safety Committee ,

,

|
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! f*"* U.S, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

f- 1 REGULATORY GUIDEa -

"% / OFHCE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT*a..*

REGUL ATORY GUIDE 10.8

GUIDE FOR THE PREPARATION
OF APPLICATIONS FOR MEDICA 8. PROGRAMS

1, INTRODUCTION saf.ty program. Such requests udl delay final action on the
'.p plic a tion.

1.1 Purpose of Guide
1.2 Applicable Regulations

This guide describes the type and exterit of information
needed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff in addition to 10 CFR Part 35, other regulations pertain-
to evaluate an apphcation for a specific license for the ing to this type of hcense are found in 10 CI R Part 19,
possession of byproduct material (reactor produced radio- " Notices, instructions, and Reports to Workers, inspections"
nuchdes) and its use in or on human beings. TLis type of 10 CFR Part 20. "Staridards for Protection Agamst Radiaa
license is provided for under 10 CFR Part 35," Human Uses tion",10 CFR Part 21, " Reporting of Defects and Noncom.
of Dyproduct Material." This guide does not cover require- pbance"i 10 Cf R Part 30 " Rules of General Apphcabihty
ments for naturally occurring or accelerator produced to Domestic Licensing of D) product Material", and 10 Cf R
radioactive materials that may be subject to heensing by Part 170, " fees for I acihties and Materiah Licenses and
individual States. This guide is also not appbcable to academ- Other Regulatory Scrween Under the Atomic ! nergy Act of
ic programs, including medical on campuses that do not 1954, As Amended "i

include hospitals or chnics where byproduct materialis used
in or on humans. Guidance for medical teaching programs U llems Requiring Separate Applications
that do not involve human use is provided in Regulatory
Guide 10.7, * Guidance to Academic Institutions Applying far Teletherapy A separate apphcation should be submitted
Specific Dyrroduct Material Licenses of Limited Scope," or for Ailocurie sources used m telethetsny facihtees. A specific
in Regulatory Guide 10 5, " Guide for the l' reparation of heensing guide for teletherapy applications is avadable
Apphcations for Type A Licenses of Broad Scope for Dy- upon request from the Material LKensing Branch, Division
product Material," of l'uel Cycle and Matettal Safety, Office of Nucles! Mate-

rial Sately and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Rrgulatory Com-
The NRC will usually issue a smgle byproduct matenal inission, Washington, D C. 20H 5.

bcense to cover an institution's entire radioisotope program
other than teletherapy. Separate beenses, except for tele. Source and Speesa/ Nuclear Afarersatt l'stept for depleted
Lberapy, are not normally issued to different departments uranium used for shielding m kneat aciclerators or tele,
of a medical institution, nor are they issued to mdividuals therapy devices, separate apphcations should be submitted
associated with the hospital, for these materials in accordance with 10 Cl R Part 40,

" Domestic Licensing of Source Material" and Part 70,
The apphcant should carefully study the regulations (see " Domestic Licensing of Special Naclear Material" Source

Section 1.2 of this guide) and this guide and should submit inaterial is defined m paragraph 40 4(hl of 10 CFR Part 40
all information requested The NRC will request additional as (1) uranium c. thorium, or any combination thereof,in
information when necessary to provide reasonable assurance any ph)sical or chemical form or (h ores that contain by
that the applicant has estabhshed an adequate radiation weight I/20 of one percent t0 05T) or more of (a) uranmm,

(M thorium, or (c) any (nmbinahon thereof. Source mate-
rial does not include special nuclear matenal.

'The substannai numhef or changes in this revision has made 4 Ud * * " * NTM D8
emritectical tu in dicate the changes with lanet in the margm of 10 0FR l' art 70 and includes (llplutonmm, uranium.233,*

USNne n(GUL ATOnv G0:005 Comments should be sent to the Secretary of the Commeisson,
U.S . Nuclear H egulat or y C ommission, Washingt on, D.C. 70 6 6 5,negulatory Guides are issued to descr6be and make ava6iabie to the Attentiom DoCleeting and ServtCe Deanch.

public methoJs acceptabie to the NnC staf f of im ple men ting
specific parts of the Commettion's regulations, to deemeate tech. T he guldet are intued in the f oilowing ten Droad divisions-
naques used by the staff in evaivating specific problems or postu.
lated accidents, or to provide guidance to appikants. $leguiatt ry 1. Power neactors 6. Products
Gu4 den are not subst4tutet f or regulations, and compliance with 2. Research and Test Aeactors .. Trar sportation*
them is not recuired, Methods and tonutions diif erent f rom those set 3. F uest and Materiall 8 acihteet it Occupational Heaith
out in the guldet wili he acceptable if they provide a basis for the 4. e nvironmental and Siting g, Antitrust and r mancial nevie*

, find 6agt reauttite to the lituanCe or conimuanCe of a permit or 5 Materiall and Plant Proletiton 10 General( incense by the Commestson.

Comments and suggestions for improvementt 6n these qu6 del are Prenting Of fice price. A subscription service for f uture guidel en spo.
encouraged at a! times, and guides will be reviled, as appropriate, cific daviliont 15 avasiable through the Government Pemtmo Office.
to accommodate comn.ents and to refisct new information or inf ormation on the subscription service and current GPO prices may
esperience. This guide was revised at a retuit of substantive com. t>e obtained by writmg the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C ommissiom,
ments veceived from the public and additional stait review. Washingt on, D.C. 205hS, Attention- Pu bisc a tiont Sales Manager.

90 } 2Od,Q(h'; 10lIl5
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APPENDIX l

ARE A SURVEY PROCEDURES

|
1 All clution prepar6 tion, and injection areu will be 5. A perrntnent record will be kept of all survey results.-

! surveyed daily with en appropriately low range survey including nessiive results. The record will include :
meter and decontaminated if necessary.'

s. Location. date, and identification of equipment !

2. Laboratory areas where only small quantities of todio- used, incleding the senal number and pertinent !

active material are used Oess than XD pCl) will be counting efficiencies.
Isurveyed monthly.

b. Name of person conducting the survey.
3. Weste storage areas and all other!aboratory areas will

.be surveyed weekly.g c. Drawing of ares surveyed, identifying relevant'

festures suct' st active storsge tress, setive waste
4. The weekly ahd monthly surveys will consist of: areas,etc.

d. Measured eaposure rates, keyed to location on the
a. A measursment of todletion levels with a survey drawing (pcint out rates that require correct! e

meter sufficiently sensitive to detect 0.1 mR/hr. setion).

h. A series of wipe tests to measure contamination t. Detected contamination levels, keyed to loca-
levels. The method for perfo! ming wipe tests will tions on drawing.
be sufficiently sensitive to detect 200 dpm per

3100 cm for the contaminant involved. Wipes of f, Corrective action takenin the case of contamine-
elutlor, and preparation arses or other "high tion or excesalve esposure rates, reduced con-
background" areas wDI be removed to s low back. tamination levels or esposure rates after correc-

- . ground arsa for measurement. live action, and any appropriate comments.

heYleNcNaon I[e* NrfoYlaYs t',$ 6. Arts wW W cleaned if the contaminationleveleaccedsdone r
a

wrwr rmus wm t.e recorded. 200 dpm/100 cm .
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